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GPC Photonics was founded in 2015 as a new tech-transfer unit of our former DTU spin-out OptoRobotix ApS to fully 
exploit the proprietary Generalized Phase Contrast (GPC) method and the associated patent portfolio possessed by DTU. 
In short, the GPC method is based on a robust 4F-architecture where static or dynamic spatial phase-only modulation – 
often based on simple binary-only modulation - is mapped pixel-for-pixel where directly transmitted high spatial frequencies 
are forming highly efficient phase-to-intensity interference with typically - but not limited to - 180o phase-shifted low spatial 
frequency components. Due to this direct point-by-point phase-imaging approach, GPC significantly reduces the 
computationel requirements and even prevent the formation of disturbing speckle noise and chromatic dispersion effects 
known to be inherent artifacts when making laser-based reconstrutions of e.g. phase-only holograms. Therefore, GPC can 
be advantageously integrated with contemporary light sources generating e.g. a variety of simultaneously radiated laser lines 
or for spectrally broad light sources such as advanced supercontinuum or ultrafast pulsed lasers [1-5].  
The GPC approach has been effectively applied for a variety of new optics and photonics applications due to its ability to 
efficiently sculpt spatially coherent and quasi-coherent - but not necessarily temporally coherent – light. Some typical 
application examples include phase-only modulation methods that are extensively applied in advanced laser-based 
microscopy, in contemporary light-based trapping and manipulation and for fully parallel and reconfigurable two-photon 
optogenetics [6-8]. But also less fascinating - but highly practical – laboratory applications can be effectively addressed using 
GPC. One such an example is the always occuring requirement for light-efficiently irradiating expensive high-end phase-
only spatial light modulators (usually rectangular or square in shape) by originally circular symmetric Gaussian laser beams. 
Since these circular symmetric single-mode light sources are poorly confined for effectively irradiating the aforementioned 
rectangular form factors more than two-thirds of the incident light is typically lost when basing the illumination on a 
homogeneously expanded version of the orginal beam [9-12]. In addition, this wasted light will inherently generate other 
troubles such as indirectly reducing device lifespan by detrimental heating effects and might also be the cause for the need 
of additional power consumption to drive an active cooling process. To conclude, under the auspice of our new tech-
transfer unit GPC Photonics we are trying to address these many industrial and academic needs tapping into the variety of 
experimentally demonstrated GPC embodiments we have performed at DTU Fotonik during the past decade [13-16]. 
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